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CANELO OUTPOINTS JACOBS IN LAS VEGAS

I

n a sport whose entire economic
model is built on the irresistible pull of
savagery, it is a great curiosity that its
biggest star is neither expert at, nor
seemingly interested in, bashing his

opponents into delirium.
As he demonstrated against Danny Jacobs
in Las Vegas on Saturday night, Saul “Canelo”
Alvarez is content enough to make his opponent miss, bang him with stiff, straight
counter punches and cruise to a points
win without ever getting out of first gear.

IN THE ABSENCE OF VIOLENCE
By William Dettloff

When Jacobs let his hands go he found that not only was Canelo an elusive target (above left and above right), but also one who countered with
precision and authority (top right).

Alvarez shakes Jacobs with a left hook. Though never visibly hurt, Jacobs was wary of Canelo’s power throughout and as a result failed to generate
any consistent offense.

He has mastered the art of the close decision win better than
anyone in the game, going about his business in the ring as
though he knows every close round will go his way because,
well, why wouldn’t they? His confidence was justified by the
judges’ scores of 115-113 (twice) and 116-112. Ringside Seat
scored it 116-113 for Alvarez.
For the most part, Alvarez, 52-1 (35), assumed against Jacobs the posture he employed with some success against Gennady Golovkin in their rematch last September – that of pressuring counterpuncher, of all things. This provided him the
opportunity to showcase a remarkable reservoir of defensive
moves that recall, yes, Floyd Mayweather, who also had an
improbable knack for collecting giant paydays in exchange
for delivering calculated boxing lessons. That Alvarez’s accuracy and precision remained dominant whether coming
forward or retreating could not have been comforting to Jacob’s backers, who one suspects were few among the crowd
of 20,203 on Cinco de Mayo weekend at T-Mobile Arena.
Making his fifth defense of the world middleweight title,
Alvarez, Jalisco, Mexico, relied on his hard jab and thudding
body punches to remind Jacobs, 35-3 (29) that an all-out

offensive would be ill-advised; nothing dulls an opponent’s
offensive output better than the knowledge that opening up
will result in exchanges he is unlikely to win. Despite his
caution and precision, Canelo remains a powerful puncher.
Moreover, with the notable exception of his ambush of Peter
Quillin in 2015, Jacobs is not by way of temperament the
type to disregard danger in pursuit of a knockout; his last five
fights have gone the full distance.   
Still, Jacobs, Brooklyn, New York, took periodic advantage of Alvarez’s economy of style to outwork him in some
rounds, particularly in the latter half of the fight when even
he must have been forced to acknowledge that no one gets
a close decision against Golden Boy’s cash cow. But beyond
forcing himself to throw more punches than was comfortable, Jacobs’ sole adjustment involved switching to a southpaw stance for extended periods, which on most occasions
merely provided Alvarez the chance to land straight right
leads and left hooks to the body.
“It’s normal,” Alvarez said afterward. “It’s obviously just
a matter of adapting when they switch righty to lefty.”
Jacobs’ late rally, such as it was, did little to elevate the

contest to something closer resembling sustained violence
than a careful boxing match, and in the 11th the crowd booed
for the first time. The 12th was anti-climactic; Alvarez by way
of routine banging home a couple hard combinations and
Jacobs doing just enough to lose it by a little. He seemed
unbothered, as these things go, by the loss.
“I feel accomplished, l feel great. I have to go back to look
at the tapes to see exactly what the judges thought,” he said.
“They said to me [in the corner] that I was up, so I was still
pushing forward because I wanted to finish strong. He’s a tre-

mendous champion, and I tip my hat to him. I gave my all out
there. You’ll see Daniel Jacobs bigger and better next time.”
For the sport’s biggest star the future is full of opponents
willing to be calmly bludgeoned for the riches it will bring;
Demetrius Andrade, perhaps Callum Smith, and of course,
Golovkin, who said afterward he found the night’s events “a
little boring.” He spoke for everyone who went into the night
expecting a good head bashing and got a technical, high-level
boxing match instead. Get used to it. Canelo will do what he
wants, how he wants. Rank, as always, has its privileges. ★   
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